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In this issue we focus on:
l Our Chancellor’s Statement
l LISAs and Pensions
l Higher Rate Relief (cont.)

Our Chancellor’s Statement
It was in Shakespeare’s ‘All’s Well That Ends Well’ that the character of ‘Parolles’ who had loudly held himself up
to be a great soldier, was tricked into admitting that he was actually nothing of the sort – and declared “who knows
himself a braggart, let him fear this, for it will come to pass that every braggart shall be found an ass”!.

400 years or so may have gone by since these words were written – but it seems to me that George Osborne is
rapidly becoming the very embodiment of that Shakespeare character.

The Budget on 16th March (Osborne’s 4th in 12 months) was another tiresome, grandstanding event from the
Chancellor. Oh, how his confidence carries him forward – at a speed at which the bluster baffles brains. Pure music
hall – but without the laughs. Did he really say “I am not prepared to look back on my time here in this Parliament,
doing this job, and say to my children’s generation - I’m sorry, we knew there was a problem with sugary drinks;
we knew it caused disease, but we ducked the problem and did nothing?” 

Is he so blinkered and obsessed with his own self-importance that the mawkishness of this statement didn’t even
occur to him? The result? Soft drink manufacturers are readying themselves to take legal action against the
Government – whilst the projected cost of implementation of his fizzy drink tax will be twice that which might ever
be raised! It’s not even a tax on sugar (daft though that would be) so chocolate, sweets, cakes, fruit juice and any
number of manufactured foods will all be entirely unaffected. So, 28 pence on a litre of pop is going to change the
dietary habits of the nation? What nonsense.

Similar nonsense has also emerged in the savings area. 

LISAs and Pensions
Once upon a time we had pensions and an ISA. Each served their specific purpose: pensions were essential
provision for retirement, ISAs were for cash savings. All easy to understand, both having obvious merit. Easements,
allowances, bells and whistles were added along the way – but each of these essential areas of saving remained
broadly true to their purpose. Not any more. 

Next year LISAs: ‘Lifetime ISAs’ will come into being. Aimed at the younger half of the population, Lifetime ISAs
(LISAs) will carry huge appeal to the under 40s. Savers aged between 18 and 39 (i.e. under 40 on 6th April 2017)
will be able to invest up to £4,000 a year into a LISA (either as a lump sum or by instalments) and benefit from a
25% bonus on top of what’s been saved – courtesy of HM Government. 

The overriding condition attached to LISA investment will be that the money saved, together with the Government
Bonus, must be used either to assist in the purchase of a first home or as a retirement lump sum nest egg,
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accessible from age 60 onwards. Failure to meet these conditions will result in the dual penalties of Bonus 
cancellation (together with growth thereon) together with a 5% charge, at point of withdrawal.

For a large number of basic rate taxpaying savers, aged under 40 who have yet to buy their first home, LISAs look 
set to carry far greater appeal than ‘pensions’.  This places them in direct conflict with the government’s ‘Workplace 
Pensions’ programme, which this year reaches the heartlands of many million smaller company employees. 

Remember that ‘Workplace Pensions’ are the government’s solution to the inadequacy of future pension 
benefits, both from the State and the workplace. Pension contribution tax relief (paid as fund credit) and a level of 
compulsory employer contribution are the enduring appeal of workplace pension investment – but the necessary 
condition of benefit inaccessibility before age 55 (57 by 2028) remains. With the introduction of LISAs, these 
fundamental long term needs will conflict with the attraction of making government assisted short-term provision. 
When faced with a choice between joining your employer’s pension scheme or saving for your first home, we know 
what the winner will be. For the under 40s, pensions seem a very, very long way off.

Next year’s LISAs will join the line-up of government subsidies aimed at the ‘first time buyer’. We already have 
Help to Buy ISAs which are a bit of a no-brainer for those saving towards their first house purchase. With a Help 
to Buy ISA, you can earn up to 4% interest tax-free – and on top of what you save, the Government will add a 25% 
‘top-up’ lump sum. There’s no contribution restriction on what can be saved in a Help to Buy ISA (other than 
overriding ISA allowances and any Account provider restriction) – instead there’s a £3,000 limit on the Government 
top-up. No age limit applies either– but the government top-up Bonus will only be released upon Account closure 
on completion of the first property purchase. Oh – and for future reference, it’s a choice between ‘Help to Buy ISA’ 
or ‘LISA’ – but not both!

Confused and brain baffled over ISA’s, LISA’s, Help to Buy Equity, Help to Buy Loan...?  Perhaps that’s the plan. 
It may divert your attention away from the Chancellor’s continuing economic underperformance against his own 
targets and his doubling of the nation’s indebtedness over the last 7 years. Try explaining those to “my children’s 
generation”!

Higher Rate Relief (cont.)
The good news in Osborne’s Budget was in what he didn’t do. 

For reasons best known to his advisers, the Chancellor withheld his pronouncements on his ‘pension consultation’ 
findings. It therefore seems reasonable to assume that his intended action is likely to upset many of his Party’s 
core voters, so in tandem with other sectors of his claimed budgetary savings, the axing of higher rate relief on 
pensions contributions will be for the future. Another tax year therefore looks available to everyone to maximise 
their pension contributions and minimise their tax bill. 

Just remember that the withdrawal of this tax-planning nugget hasn’t been cancelled – it’s simply been deferred!
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